VCIA2020
Where the Captive World Comes to Meet
Virtual Conference Sneak Peek
Welcome to VCIA’s inaugural Virtual Annual Conference! VCIA’s signature event, in its 35th year running, will be presented 100% virtually this year. This event will be the first captive gathering following the COVID-19 shutdown and we are excited to offer delegates a wider range of experiences than ever before. The conference offers a selection of both pre-recorded and live presentations, with areas where delegates can arrange meetings and ask questions.

Top quality captive insurance education will be presented by the experts in the captive industry, and attendees can earn valuable CPE/VT CLE/ICCIE credits for session participation. A multitude of diverse exhibiting companies will fill the virtual trade show, with the ability to chat and interact with all attendees. “VCIA Virtual” will have networking lounges and opportunities, world class education, a dynamic exhibit hall, special events, and more. Connect with others and learn from the captive experts in a virtual setting that is much like attending a live event.

Attendees may earn up to 10 credits attending the three day live event, and an additional 11 credits are possible attending the repeat sessions on August 14th and 15th.
Upon entering VCIA Virtual, attendees can access education sessions and forums in the Theater, meet virtually with exhibitors in the Exhibit Pavilion and engage in live discussion with other attendees via the Captive Lounge. Our Resource Center provides materials from the educational sessions, captive press, and more. And just like an actual event, the virtual event has a dedicated help desk to answer any questions you may have and direct you to where you need to go.
As always, VCIA offers the highest quality captive insurance education, with panelists who are captive owners from some of the most prestigious organizations in the world. Learn from the best and brightest. The conference will span three days, and it will be possible for participants to attend more sessions than ever before. How? There will be the “live” concurrent sessions you choose, as well as the opportunity to stream alternative sessions at a time convenient for you. You can choose to step in and out of the conference throughout the three days. You will be able to ask panelists questions in real-time or save correspondence for a later occasion after the conference. And because all sessions will be accessible on-demand soon after the live viewing, attendees can gain more professional education credits than at an in-person event – at a bargain price!
A virtual exhibit hall means that attendees literally have exhibitors at their fingertips. Attendees can navigate the floor, access exhibitors’ materials, and make introductions (via a live chat function) in a more time-efficient manner. The energy and visual appeal of a live expo hall will be represented virtually, and exhibitors will have a chance to shine.

By eliminating the time, expense, inconvenience, and the current potential danger of travel, going virtual makes the conference more accessible to a larger swath of people. The lack of space constraints also means the conference can handle increased interest.
Face-to-face meetings, luncheons and happy hours are not the only way for attendees to meet new people or continue building relationships. You will be able to have meaningful discussions with other attendees and speakers at our captive lounge, either as part of a group or in private, using the lounge chat function.

Whether within the realm of the captive lounge, exhibit hall, during session Q&As, or through additional open forums, people will be able to easily access their peers and get connected to potential business partners.
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For more information about exhibiting, sponsoring or any general conference questions, please email:

Janice Valgoi - Exhibitor and Sponsorship Questions
Director of Membership and Marketing
janice@vcia.com

Megan Precourt - General Questions
Administrative Assistant
megan@vcia.com

www.vcia.com